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Key Cast and Crew:
Olivier Surprenant Dan
Olivier performed in a
principal role as Jake in
House at the End of the Street
with Jennifer Lawrence and
Elisabeth Shue. Prior to this he
was a principal in numerous
films including Penthouse
North with Michelle
Monaghan and Michael
Keaton.
Rachael Cairns Cheyna
Rachel came to us from
London, England where she
had been performing in film
and stage. She performed as
Juliet in the Pilot Theatre
Romeo and Juliet. She has also
performed principal television
roles in Davinci’s City Hall and
recent guest star on the
medical drama, Saving Hope.
Mark Slacke Mike
Mark is a powerful
performer, delivering a
strong performance, on the
edge of sanity. Mark has
worked as a principal in
Sacrifice, with Cuba Gooding
Jr. and Christian Slater and in
the TV series Michael:
Tuesdays & Thursdays and
many other lead and
principal film roles.
Dale Windle Writer /
Producer / Director
A story teller, corporate
executive and adventurer,
At age 58, Dale believes it’s
never too late to have a happy
childhood!

Matthew A. MacDonald
Director of Photography
Matthew has worked as a
cinematographer on dozens
of independent films, shorts
and corporate productions
since 1998.

When you search for the truth... You better pray you don't find it.
A 20 year old, runs away from his conservative Christian father to the
remote town where his mother died two years ago. He meets an alluring
young woman. They search for answers about his mother's death and
discover a terrifying entity in the woods.
Inspired by declassified top secret files about the "Falcon Lake Incident", a
UFO encounter near a remote town in Canada, which occurred on May 20,
1967. In 2010, a Chicago woman, Donna Thomas is mysteriously killed
while studying a rare wild plant in the woods near Falcon Lake. She was
staying with her brother, UCLA plasma quantum physics scientist, Dr. Mike
Verrücktmann, who came to Falcon Lake to investigate the UFO incident.
She was found with part of with her head and torso burned.
2 years later, her son Dan, a disgruntled 20 year old, with his unforgiving
conservative Christian father, hits the breaking point with his father and
leaves home. He travels to Falcon Lake to stay with his uncle Mike. Shortly
after he arrives, he meets a beautiful, alluring young woman, Cheyna, and
together they search for answers about his mother's death. They find out
more than they want, discovering a strange entity in the woods. When the
entity takes an interest in them, the story goes from an adventurous quest
for answers to a terrifying life and death show down.
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